
August 1914 – Two Great War Battles at the LoA 

 
In Confucian terms, the recognition of ignorance is said to be the beginning of wisdom.  If so, my reading 

over the last two years has exposed that much of our ‘received wisdom’ as to the initial months of the First 

World War reflects a disturbingly wide-spread level of ignorance as to the events and significance of August 

1914.  In fact, the first three months of the Great War were the most deadly of the whole War, far more so 

than during any similar period over the trench-war periods of 1915, 1916 or 1917 (even July 1916).  

Ironically the deadliest day in British military history of almost 19,000 dead on 1 July 1916 was, true to the 

Devil’s arithmetic of 1914-1918, dwarfed by the more than 27,000 French deaths on 22 August 1914. 

 

Even Stephen Fry’s gloriously funny portrayal of the archetypical chateau-general in Blackadder, on proper 

analysis reflects as least as much fiction as fact.  It is certainly true that both sides had their own generous 

quota of duffers and red-tabbed lounge lizards, but such creatures were neither the majority nor the norm.  A 

total of 97 British generals were killed in action during the Great War and 146 were taken prisoner. In the 

Battle of Loos in 1915 alone, more British generals were killed than during the entire Second World War.  

One recent detailed study of 78 of these deaths, Bloody Red Tabs, identified 22 of these deaths as being due 

to small arms fire (15 of the 78 were not able to be given any definite cause of death).  Some of the more 

passionate Australian historians like to boast that we had the best, or at least the most, “fighting generals”, 

but the boast does not withstand too close an analysis, or at least is one which requires very, very heavy 

qualification. 

 

But awful as the War most certainly was, the widely accepted view by a solid majority of serious historians 

is that the Great War was not fought in some capitalistic moral vacuum and nor was it without genuine 

purpose.  Nor were the two sides ethical mirror images of one another.  Imperial Germany quite deliberately 

manoeuvred the War into being, not because of accident by train timetable, but due to the General Staff’s 

fear, probably well justified, that by Summer 1916 Russian re-armament and modernisation would be 

sufficiently complete rendering a two front war of attrition inevitable. This required war by no later than 

Summer 1915, and preferably 1914, if Germany was not to be over whelmed.  German atrocities against 

civilians in France and Belgium, and Austrian atrocities in Serbia, during the early months of the War were 

all too real and widespread, and were the function of policy not random crimes by hotheads in the lower 

ranks.  Naturally, none of this invalidates the valour of or the sacrifice by the soldiers of the Central Powers, 

but it does serve to place this horrific event in its proper context. 



 

Like most Australian families, my own family was devastated by deaths in the Great War. Four of my uncles 

that I know of were killed, including Lieut. Edward Pearson Blyth D.C.M. killed near Villers Bretoneaux on 

8 April 1918.  He was then aged 24. 

 

And so one of my projects at the LoA over the next 4 years will be to progressively commemorate the 

sacrifice and explore the experience of the First World War through simulations using Warhammer 

Historical’s truly excellent Great War rules. Brad, Jan, Ara and Karsten have ably assisted so far, as did our 

UK visitor, Guy, at the August LoA meeting. 

 

Our first pair of games recreated a small part of the tragedy of the French’s infamous Plan XVII attacks 

during August 1914 and the much exaggerated if still tragically unnecessary attempted stand by the BEF at 

Mons.  Both games used a battalion of Infantry on either side (about 80-120 figures each), with a mixture of 

machine gun and field gun support as well as the odd squadron or two of Cavalry.  Totaling slightly over 

300 figures on the table in each game.  

 

  Jan  
Generals von Jan und von Karsten  Generals d’Ara et d’Mark 
 

 

 
 

 

The French deploy a quick firing 75mm Field Gun in a walled field – cunning move Ara!  



 

 
French Chasseurs gallop up the main road - "C'est magnifique, mais ce n'est pas la guerre." 

 

 
German Uhlans sweep past the mill to the north! 



 
The devastated French Cavalry are charged by the Uhlans (but note the French Marines sheltering/cowering 

in some nearby ruins)! 

 

 
Pas de Charge! En Avant! 



 
French infantry take cover against an advancing wall of Feldgrau! 

 

 
French infantry advance to take the village whilst a Hodgkiss Gun is deployed to cover the cross roads. 



 
En avant mes Amis! 

 

 
The Germans reinforce the village 



 
The French defenders finally foil the German advance. 

 

 
But the French flanking advance also comes at a heavy cost. 



 
As a last throw the Germans move up their 7.7cm Field Gun into a direct fire role. 

 

 
But the French successfully work their way to outflank the Germans holding the village. 



 
Meanwhile at Mons the BEF prepare to make a stand along the Canal du Centre. 

 

 
The German advance is, however, relentless. 



  

The Germans are forced take cover from the British 18 Pounder’s deadly shrapnel fire. 

 
 

The 
The  

 

  

The Germans bring up a 7.7cm Krupps and a Heavy Mortar to even the score….  

The 



  

The Germans can advance again once the British field gun is silenced. 

 

  

But the British line south of Mons remains solid. 



To   

Vorwarts! The Germans rush the Canal du Centre to the North of the Battle. 

 

  

The Germans make a faint in the centre of the field – albeit keeping their heads low from the nearby British 

Vickers Gun…. 



  

But the BEF refuse to be drawn into a trap and remain in soft cover in Flander’s Fields….. 

  

 
Gott in Himmel – these Englanders fight like Teufels! 

 

 

 



 

I decided to let the photographs tell the tale of these two games.  Although I regret that I foolishly omitted to 

photograph the successful German Cavalry flanking attack North of the Canal du Centre in our Mons game, 

which a squadron of the Household Cavalry was able to slow somewhat but sadly not to thwart. 

 

The French won their battle, although true to most Plan XVII skirmishes, the French losses were quite 

horrendous. Whilst the BEF defenders were mauled at Mons, most of their force was able to withdraw in 

good order and the victorious German ranks were in turn decimated – an early experience in Totensiegen. 

 

Once again Warhammer Historical Great War provided us with thrilling and fast flowing games which 

proved to be remarkably accurate simulations (although on reflection I consider that cavalry may be a bit too 

effective against foot – next time I would allow infantry to make a Leadership test to give a round of 

defensive fire before the Cavalry charge home).  The BEF small arms fire was devastating at Mons (though 

the high points cost of the BEF Infantry fairly reflected this), but the pinning and grinding effect of the fire 

from the field pieces and machine guns in both games had an essentially decisive impact.  The look on Ara’s 

face when a shell from Jan’s 7.7cm Krupps gun turned his beautifully defended centrally located townhouse 

into a pile of rubble was simply priceless.  Indeed, I found in both games that the forces we each 

commanded desperately tried to manoeuvre so as to avoid the fields of fire of the support weapons, so that 

their mere presence had a real effect on how we deployed and moved.  The sheer killing power of the 

support weapons was all too realistic, underscoring the very real need to start dig-dig-digging.  But both 

games each posed very real tactical challenges for both sides, with the unforgiving nature of the maxims and 

the field pieces swiftly punishing a moment’s over confidence or simple blundering… 

 

For the Mons game I also prepared a set of tactical cards for each of the Germans and the British so as to 

create some minor helpful surprises and to generate something of a fog of war feel.  The tactical cards 

worked a treat and it amused our UK visitor Guy greatly as turn after turn he was able to trump each of my 

most cunning stratagems with the perfectly played and timed tactical card, prompting me to remark 

repeatedly in my best Major Hochstaeder’s voice, “Vat are these cards doing here?!” 

 

Hopefully I will be able to put on a ‘Christmas Truce Skirmish Game’ for the December LoA 2014 meeting 

and I am already working on some ideas.  But to do that, I may need to consult with Lyle about ideas as to 

how to use that alien silly round ball game in the skirmish! 

 

Mark Robins 

August 2014 

Lest we forget. 

 


